Wednesday 19th September

**Time and venue:** 2.15pm, The Garden Seminar Room  
**Title:** 'Euph culture: John Lyly's Euphues as early modern celebrity'  
**Speaker:** Dr Andrew Kesson (University of Kent)

Wednesday 3rd October

**Time and venue:** 2.15pm, The Lawson Lecture Room  
**Title:** 'Legal Historians and Early Modern Literary Texts'  
**Speaker:** Professor David Ibbetson (University of Cambridge)

Wednesday 24th October

**Time and venue:** 2.15pm, The Lawson Lecture Room  
**Title:** 'Modern and Contemporary Research Group: Work in Progress Forum.'  
**Speakers:**  
Dr Anindya Raychaudhuri: ‘this eight year old, he’s too little’: Agency in Childhood Memories of the 1947 Indian Partition  
Dr Lorna Burns: Radical Modernities: Terrorism and the 'Minor' Politics of Pauline Melville's *Eating Air*

Wednesday 28th November

**Time and venue:** 5pm, The Lawson Lecture Room  
**Title:** Birdsong: Translation and Transition in Old and New English Poetry  
**Speaker:** Professor Clare Lees (Kings College London)

Monday 3rd December

**Time and venue:** 2.15pm, The Garden Seminar Room  
**Title:** 'The natural antipathy of author and bookseller': Byron and John Murray.  
**Speaker:** Mary O'Connell (University College Cork)